VISA INFORMATION
Tourist visa application materials

- Completed application form, download here:
http://consul.mn/file/Visa_application_form_2018.pdf
- Passport (must be valid for a minimum of six months before your intended travel to
Mongolia)
- 3.5x4.5cm photo (the size of the photo is mandatory)
- A copy of hotel booking or accommodation information in Mongolia
- A copy of flight/train tickets
- Proof of sufficient funds, i.e. bank statements dated within six months (if necessary)
- The visa fee is to be paid upon submission of application. The fee is non-refundable.
Important notice: Visa officer may require you to submit additional documents in order for you
to prove the purpose of your visit. In case of an incomplete application form, or any of the
above listed materials being missing or wrong payment amount the visa can can be rejected
Visa fee: 340 RMB for 3-5 working days.
Express service: 640 RMB within 8 working hours.
Embassy and consulate contact in China

http://shanghai.consul.mn/index.php
Address: 1428. Podung South road. Shanghai
Email: shanghai@mfa.gov.mn
If you are applying in Shanghai, visa application materials can be received by consulate only
before 12:00.
http://beijing.embassy.mn
№.2, Xiushui Beijie, Jainguomen Wai, Beijing, 100600 China
Phone: +86 (10) 6532 6513; + 86 (10) 6532 5081
Fax: +86 (10) 6532 5045
Email: beijing@mfa.gov.mn
http://consul.mn/eng/
Consular Department, Mongolia Foreign Affair
Please visit Mongolia Foreign Affair website for Mongolian consulate and embassy in other
countries.

Visa on arrival
Tourists who are coming from European countries where there is no Mongolian diplomatic
presence are eligible to obtain on-arrival visa at the airport in Ulaanbaatar or Mongolian
border points.

Important notice: You must contact the relevant diplomatic mission to check whether your
country is among the countries whose nationals are eligible to receive on-arrival visa before
your intended travel to Mongolia. General requirements for visa applications will apply for
applicants requesting on-arrival visa. To avoid longer processing times, travelers are advised to
complete the application form prior to their arrival in Mongolia. Visa fee shall be paid on
arrival.
Visa free countries:
The Republic of Philippines
Malaysia
The Republic of Kazakhstan
The State of Israel
Hong Kong
The Kyrgyz Republic
Ukraine* /with official invitation/
The United States of America
The Republic of Cuba
Macau
The Lao People’s Democratic Republic
The Kingdom of Thailand
Japan
The Federal Republic of Germany
The Republic of Belarus
The Republic of Turkey
The Republic of Serbia
Canada
The Russian Federation
The Federative Republic of Brazil
The Republic of Singapore
The Argentine Republic
Oriental Republic of Uruguay
The Republic of Chile

FLIGHT INFORMATION
From Shanghai
Mongolian Airline operates from Shanghai to Ulaanbaatar in July and August. Other
months there is no direct flight or train from Shanghai to Mongolia (transit in Beijing).
From Beijing
Beijing-Ulaanbaatar flight takes 2h and round way air fare costs 2500- 4000 RMB by Mongolian
Airline (MIAT) depending on booking date.
From Guangzhou
Mongolian Airline operates from March till October 25th. Flights run every Monday and
Tuesday at 3am from Guangzhou, and every Thursday/ Sunday at 10:40am leaves from
Ulaanbaatar. It takes about 4h between Guangzhou and UB, round way airfare starts
from 3700 RMB.
CLIMATE
Average summer temperature +25C, winter -15C; average rainfall 200-220mm. Winter
lasts from Nov to the mid April, spring from mid April through late May, summer from
June though September. Please check accurate forecast at www.accuweather.com

ACCOMMODATION
Hotel or guesthouse stay In Ulaanbaatar
if you are a family or a couple, you will have your own room.
If you are a single traveler, you will be staying with your travel friend in the same room unless
you’ve requested a separate room of which there will be a surcharge. We try to arrange the
same gender people in one room, but it's not guaranteed. Hotel check-in time usually at 14:00
and check out time is 12:00. Early check-in/ late check out will be charged 30% of the room
rate.

If you are staying in a guesthouse, you will be staying with your travel friends as well as people
from other tours, (depending on tour size) unless you’ve requested a separate room for your
comfort and privacy of which requires a surcharge. Let us know if you wish to have your own
separate room.
Ger camp and nomad homestay in countryside
A Ger Camp is a kind of hotel that accommodates customers in traditional Gers instead of
hotel rooms. Ger camps are always located at the best viewing spots in the countryside and is
the most popular accommodation type when staying in the countryside. A Ger camp usually
consists of 20-30 Gers (Mongolian traditional yurt), a restaurant and some entertainment

facilities. Each Ger has 4-6 beds and is furnished with a table, chairs and a stove. The
restaurants mostly serve Western and Mongolian meals. Most visitors prefer to stay in a Ger
because it provides an authentic taste of Mongolian culture and adventure.
Single travellers
You will be staying with your travel friends in the same Ger unless you have requested a
separate Ger for your comfort and privacy. We try to arrange the same gender people in one
Ger, but it is not guaranteed.
Couples
For couples for short trips (up to 5 days) you will be staying with your travel friends in the
same Ger unless you have requested a separate Ger for your comfort and privacy. For longer
trips (more than 5 days) we will provide you separate Ger.
Familiy
For families with young children (up to 6 years old) you will have your own Ger for your family.
For nomad homestays: nomads have 1-4 of neighbouring Gers to welcome their guests and
each Ger has 5-6 beds and is furnished with simple furniture like table, chairs and a stove.

EQUIPMENTS AND FACILITIES
Sanitary facilities in Gers
Ger camps have public modern toilets and hot shower facilities in a separate building, due to
Mongolian extreme weather for most camps, facilities are in operation from May to the end of
September. During the rest of the year the cold weather affects the pipes. So if you are visiting
in the winter season, you can expect the same facilities as nomad families offer. Nomad family
offers only a wooden squat toilet or latrine with a simple wash facility and no shower.
Traveling in the countryside and visiting any remote areas in Mongolia is in your itinerary,
please understand that the conditions of sanitary facilities may not be up to the standard you
are used to.
Heating in Gers
Every morning at 6am and evening at 9-11pm/ (or before you sleep) a member of the camp
staff will come into your Ger to light the fire in the stove which is placed in the middle of the
yurt (Please tell your guide what time is convenient for the staff member to come into your
Ger). The fire will keep the Ger warm until around 3am-5am depending on using coal or wood.
Its generally chilly at night times especially at dawn in the Ger, so warm pyjamas and extra
sleeping bags are recommended to take.

DIETARY INFORMATION

We select restaurants based on previous experience, client satisfaction, location and
cuisine. Normally we include three meals (breakfast, lunch & dinner) each day in countryside
trips depending on the tour budget. In Ulaanbaatar, you can expect a good variety of quality
restaurants including international food. Lunch & dinner is sometimes Western food and
sometimes Mongolian food, or a combination. Outside of the city, you will generally eat
meals in Ger camp. Days that require a long drive we will usually provide a packed lunch. Your
packed lunch will be carried in appropriate containers to prevent spillage or spoiling. Ger
camps serve mostly Mongolian meals (some international food). Mutton, beef, rice, noodles,
some root vegetables like potato, carrot, cabbage and onion as well as dairy products form the
basis of the Mongolian diet, so your meals will be based around this whilst staying in the
countryside.
We recommend not to over consume meat and dairy products during your stay as they are
very rich compared to western standards. Tap water is not safe to drink, bottled water or
boiled tap water is always recommended.
If you have any special dietary requirement (vegetarian or don’t consume mutton and pork)
please let us know so that we can inform the restaurants beforehand to meet your needs. We
can always make the arrangement according to your requirements.
VEHICLES AND ROAD TRIPS

In 2017, roughly 18% of Mongolia’s 48,600km of roads are paved and the rest is earth-roads.
Only 35% of the main tourist destinations roads are connected with paved roads. Most travel
takes place on the earth-roads, which are gravel, dirt roads being muddy and quite bumpy. On
overland tours, we use Japanese, Russian vans (6-8 seats) or micro bus (12-16 seats)
depending on tour size. These vehicles are ideally suited for the Mongolian countryside roads.
The driving distance depends on the tour. We prefer to start driving in the early morning and
you can expect 5-7 hours of driving a day for long distance travel, and its common to cross
rivers and muddy paddles. Our drivers are highly experienced; they know their way around the
Mongolian countryside including many places which have no road signs or networked roads.
WHAT SHOULD I BRING WITH ME?

√ Appropriate clothing according to season you are travelling, a waterproof warm jacket in
case of rain, good walking shoes. In Autumn (Aug-Oct months) its recommended to take your
winter clothes (warm hat, gloves, scarf, warm coat so on) as Mongolian autumn is chilly, windy
and snow, so it feels like cold winter.

If you are visiting in winter, we strongly recommend to bring COLD WEATHER appropriate
WINTER CLOTHES and SNOW SHOES! If possible, it is also recommended to take warm blanket
in case you feel cold.
√ Toiletries: sun cream, lip balm, hand cream, toothpaste, face and hand towel, wet and dry
tissues etc… Please consider that nomad family has no wash facility.
√ All your camera equipment and binoculars.
√ Flask for hot water especially if you prefer to drink hot drinks
√ Warm pyjamas and socks as it is chilly in the Ger at dawn
√ If you prefer or are concerned about being cold in the Ger during the night (its chilly at the
dawn), you can bring your sleeping bag (tourist camps will provide clean sheets and duvet)
√ Basic medications such as tablets for headache, stomach ache, fever
Where can I exchange money and how much cash to bring?

US Dollars are often accepted, especially in Ulaanbaatar, but it is also useful to carry some cash
in the local currency, the Tugrik /MNT/. 1USD=2670 Tugrik /2018/. There are several banks on
the second floor of the airport, so after your arrival you can change some amount to
Mongolian tugrik (Chinese RMB is accepted in banks) as well ATM machines are available in
airport and often accepted master card. Union pay and visa cards are sometimes accepted
depending on your bank policy, so best to bring cash in dollars or RMB.
For snacks, bottled water and additional activities we recommend you have 300.000 MNT for
4-5 days trip. If you want to buy some souvenirs, cashmere and arts we recommend to have
additional 300.000 MNT.
Is Mongolia a safe country? Do i need vaccination?

Mongolia is generally a very safe country, welcoming and accommodating for foreigners,
however pickpockets are common in busy public places therefore please exercise caution. And
it is common practice in Mongolia to lock the door when you leave the Ger or your room.
Please remind your guide to give you a door lock for the Ger.
Regarding vaccination please consult your GP about any vaccines you should have prior to
leaving.
Phone connection and voltage
5 day tourist SIM card with 3 GB data and balance with 5000 tugriks is included in tour
package. If you stay more than 5 days and wish to have SIM card with longer duration, let us
know and we help you to buy. Available 10 days or 30 days SIM cards. The voltage in Mongolia
is 220 V which is the same voltage that is used in China. The plugs used in Mongolia are C or E.
Moreover you can use a universal plug adapter or converter.

Airport pick up and domestic flight
If you arrive and departure according to suggested flight time with the group, airport pick up/
drop off will be free of charge. If you arrive earlier or later than the group, taxi fee will be
charged by taxi driver (we can arrange taxi for you).
Luggage weight on domestic flight: carry-on bag: 5kg,
check in bag: 10 kg, extra luggage: 1kg- 3000 MNT.
Bicycle or special goods: let us know beforehand. The price will vary depending on the goods.
Travelling in winter
If you are travelling in winter season, we recommend to bring face mask against air pollution in
case capital city Ulaanbaatar is polluted. Some people still live in traditional Mongolian yurt
outskirt of Ulaanbaatar and due to cold weather in winter they tend to make fire often to keep
the yurt warm which affects the city’s air quality. Outside of Ulaanbaatar air quality is clean
and fresh. Weather in winter is -15-20 degrees, we recommend to pack warm clothing, winter
boots and warm pyjamas.
Please practice caution when your kids are around anilmals. If you need car seat for your child,
let us know beforehand.
Activities
During the trip, your guide will let you know of any optional activities that are available in spots
you travel through. These activities will be directly charged by the activity provider and it is
your choice to take part in the activity or not.
Mongolian nomads move from one location to another depending on the season. Live stock
usually go out to the pasture early in the morning and come back late in the evening. Some
days they even don’t return, due to the vast fields it is not easy for herders to find them and
often animals are left for a couple of days unattended. Due to such circumstances some
animals related activities can be cancelled or delayed.
Tipping
Tipping is quite a recent concept in Mongolia, but it is understood and appreciated. Drivers
and guides will probably expect it but only if they have earnt it! Here is some basic guidance,
but please use your own discretion.

Guides - A guide might ordinarily receive a total tip of around $75-$100 for a week-long trip
and $175-$200 for a 2-week trip, based on 1-3 guests. Or c.$10-15 per day in total. For larger
groups (4+) this should be increased proportionally. So, let's say you might budget $35-$100
per guest per week, depending on group size. Solo travellers would end up paying the higher
end of this per person scale, and larger groups would be the lower end. The maths is pretty
simple, but if in any doubt please contact us for a suggested amount based on your exact trip
itinerary.
Drivers - You will discover just how hard the drivers work, so tipping levels should not be far off
what guides get. As an indication, budget 80% of guide tip allowance for drivers.

